
 The company Travel2Discounters.com targets audience has an age range of 21-65 within 

three different segments; college students, middle-class families and retirees.  My thought 

process was to promote this site for the obvious savings benefits to those that wish to travel but 

feel they cannot afford it.  However, I found it difficult to come up with a campaign that would 

reach these markets in a unique perspective on a budget of $1,000,000 because my research 

proved to be filled with the need to request a quote.  Therefore, I have changed up my direction 

of three different segments of a target audience and felt if I focused on a demographic of men 

and women 25-64 that are interested in travel.   

 I am purposing the best way to reach this audience is by connecting with them through 

various travel connections via PBS broadcasting.  PBS is the leader in primetime audiences over 

all other watched TV channels; 137 million videos across all of PBS web and mobile platforms 

in June 2012 (pbs.org).  In addition to the viewing capabilities, PBS had 22.6 million unique 

visitors to their sites in June 2012 (pbs.org).  Lastly, PBS ranked #1 in public trust according to 

national studies (pbs.org).  It seems logical at this point that it will be in the best interest of 

Travel2Discounters.com to join forces with PBS and create quality brand awareness.  At this 

time I recommend Travel2Discounters.com take advantage of the Platinum Plus Sponsorship 

opportunity at the cost of $50,000.  The fee covers a variety of visibility to “hundreds of 

technical decision-makers representing 356 public television stations throughout the country”   

(secured.connect.pbs.org). The most valuable asset to this sponsorship is how quickly your brand 

awareness begins prior to the conference.  To start the conference website provides a space to 

introduce your company with a 200 word description that is directly linked to 

Travel2Discounters.com.  However, the true opportunity lays with the access to the pre-

conference attendee email list.  This opportunity has a unique benefit to Travel2Discounters.com 



as an email campaign can be an exclusive offer to those that need to make travel arrangements 

for the event.  In attention to these benefits, your sponsorship fee includes a premium exhibit 

booth and the opportunity to provide bag stuffer item for all conference attendees 

(secure.connect.pbs.org).   

 The research I conducted for the purpose of preparing for the amount of attendee’s to this 

event did not produce a number.  Therefore, I picked a potentially high number of 5,000 

attendee’s to ensure I would have enough of all the materials I would like to present to the 

possible attendee’s without the possibility of not having enough.  I came up with the figure by 

choosing 14 executives to represent each of the 356 television stations that make up this event. 

 Before I continue on the actual campaign I want to present the promotional item chosen 

to distribute as a bag stuffer.   The item, a cargo shaped airplane, was chosen for its function 

ability of being a four port USB hub with the comfort of a propeller desktop fan.  This item gives 

the user the sense that Travel2Discounters.com is uniquely designed to meet their needs.  

Although, the cost for this unique logo imprinted give-a-way is slightly higher than the norm, it 

will give a lasting impression on the receivers as quality is not sacrificed with this company’s 

service.  The cost for 5,000 of these airplanes is $45,550 without shipping included; 

unfortunately the shipping costs could not be calculated unless I actually placed an order.  

Therefore, for the purpose of this assignment I add an additional $1,000 for shipping fees.  

Bringing the total cost for this promotional item to $46,550 for 5,000 units. 

 The campaign does want to focus on the simplicity as well as the savings benefits of 

Travel2Discounters.com and since a large portion of PBS affiliates is children educational 



programming, I am purposing the premium booth to run consistent with the company’s image; 

which is visually a paper airplane that skywrites the company name, slogan:  Let’s Go!   

The first visual of the booth would be a company banner; 8’ x 2.5’ at a cost of $50.  The 

booth would hand out a unique brochure shaped into a luggage tag.  Due to the unique design we 

will increase the need from 5,000 to 20,000 in case more than one brochure is taken.  Final cost 

would be $25,000 for tags, $125 for set up fee, custom die cut $300, and projected shipping costs 

of $1,000; bringing total cost for luggage tags to $ 51,550.  In addition to the luggage tag we 

would provide a customized traditional folded paper airplane with our company logo to also 

hand out to reinforce our soon to be seen TV commercials.  The cost for these hand outs would 

be towards the attendees that are present and children programmed focused.  The planes would 

display the company logo and the cost for 20,000 of these breaks-down as follows: $.29 cost per 

plan, $35 per color (2 colors per side), $45 for logo, and an estimated $1,000 for shipping fees, 

brings the cost for the paper airplanes to $6,985. 

 As you may recall the Platinum Plus package also offered email access to pre-registered 

attendee’s.  Therefore, an email marketing campaign would be designed to send exclusive 

savings opportunities to these attendee’s.  The email would present the opportunity for the 

attendee to directly link to Travel2Discounters.com and provide a special promo code to receive 

a $50 discount on a booking of their choice; car, hotel, or flight.  The best way I can estimate the 

cost of this type of campaign would be to estimate the length of hours to construct a promo code 

to be interactive with the website and a proper copywriting team’s salary for this design.  Due to 

the extent of the website interaction, I am going to budget $10,000 in salaries to construct the 

mass email and activation of the promo code.  Due to the inability to know for sure how many 



people may take advantage of the promo code; I am setting a budget of $250,000 aside to cover 

the potential $50 of 5,000 attendees taking advantage of this opportunity.        

The last portion of this campaign will be designed as a TV commercial.  The visual of the 

commercials would be various “chaotic” scenes; a clutter desk with a to-do-list constantly having 

things added to it as sounds of a busy family in the background yelling things to be added to the 

list….in the end the list gets folded into a paper airplane and the camera moves with the airplane 

as it is flown out a nearby window into some recognizable settings, Rome, Paris, Africa, or just a 

simple tranquil setting with rolling green grass and birds singing…the plane makes a bunch of 

twists and turns and skywrites “Travel2Discounters.com” as the voice who threw the plan yells 

“Let’s Go”. Other versions of this commercial would be hands looking at photo albums of 

grandparents and children, the voices heard are discussing how they miss the family during the 

holidays as the scene shows a big dining room table with all the trimmings of the holiday, you 

would then hear ya know what…Let’s Go!  The image of “emptiness” would then be folded as if 

it was on paper a thrown…again the visual would be the paper airplane skywriting 

“Travel2Discounters.com”.  At this point I think you can see how the consistency can remain in 

this commercial as the “setting” changes to match the needs of the shows where the commercial 

would be broadcast during.   

 After reviewing the demographics of various TV shows, I have chosen a few to present to 

this client.  The Discovery Channel reaches the largely 35-54 year olds with just a slightly higher 

viewing presence of men over women, but the own their own home and have an income of 

$75,000+.  However to offset the men over women, I suggest a commercial spot on Lifetime;   

this channel reaches those in the 35-54 age range, however exceed the male viewing audience by 

54% and although they own their own home their income is considered median.  In addition to 



these channels I recommend NFL Network as this reaches a consistent variety of ages from 18-

55, with male viewing exceeding females by 44%.  With these three primary stations I think we 

can reach a large portion of the demographics and psychographics of our target audience.  Based 

on my research I understand that a commercial that is completely produced, edited, and prepared 

for viewing can be completed by the National TV spots at a rate of $4,500 per commercial.  This 

fee will ensure to reach 10,440 + Million demographically targeted subscribers in 81 networks 

from Los Angeles, CA to Washington D.C. (nationaltvspot.com).  Working with the creators I 

would choose four commercial slots for each of these three channels to run for eight weeks for a 

total cost of $432,000. 

 The remaining $149,415 dollars of my budget I would use towards advertising during 

specific PBS programs; Market Warriors and Rick Steve’s Europe.  Both of these programs offer 

two 15 or 30 second air spot in a unique clutter free environment with category exclusivity.  In 

addition both shows would display a linked logo on their website.  The defining edge for Market 

Warriors is that the show would also include Travel2Discounters.com on their pre roll streaming 

videos and social media.  However, Rick Steve’s Europe, would also give two 15-second air 

spots during each 1-hour weekly radio broadcast and two 12-second sponsor credits on 

podcasts/vodcast.   The estimation in cost for these two shows is due to the need to contact the 

network for an actual break-down.  Based on that conversation it would be determined if more 

money was needed.  As I feel these shows meet our target audience and would benefit 

Travelers2Discounters.com exclusively, an adjustment in budget may be reconsidered to 

accommodate air spots on these PBS programming shows.   

In conclusion Travelers2Discounters.com would have distributed their $1,000,000 budget as 

follows:  The PBS Conference Event to $158,585, Email Campaign $260,000, TV commercials 



on NFL Network, Lifetime, and The Discovery Channel $432,000, and PBS show specific 

commercials $149,415. 
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